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ABSTRACT 

The Air Force Research Laboratory Energy Power Thermal Division (AFRL/RZP) has initiated the Integrated 

Vehicle & Energy Technology (INVENT) program in 2008. Hardware in the loop (HIL) research is a 

significant aspect of the INVENT vision. This paper will highlight HIL research at AFRL/RZP and discuss 

planned HIL activities. Initially, HIL research on low spool power extraction for a long endurance high 

altitude surveillance aircraft was researched. The importance of subsystem integration was shown by utilizing 

an electrical generator (the hardware component) driven by an electrical drive stand which was controlled by 

a gas turbine model running in real time. In addition, a vehicle six-degree of freedom model was utilized to 

specify the boundary conditions for the engine model (i.e. altitude, Mach #, etc.). 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

As a result of new high-power capabilities being considered for aircraft, the existence of devices that 

regenerate energy back into the electrical system, and the potential for non-linear interactions between 

propulsion, power and thermal systems, advanced modeling and simulation techniques are required to study 

these non-linear interactions and their system-level consequences. Increased power and thermal loads 

introduce large-scale dynamics that affect the entire aircraft. High-power, low-efficiency loads introduce 

voltage transients that jeopardize electrical power quality and introduce large heat loads that encroach upon 

fuel temperature or component limits. Snap turbine engine power take-offs increases the risks of engine stall, 

high mechanical stress, shaft breaks, and reduced thrust. 

To provide advanced capabilities with tightly coupled subsystem interactions, the design and analysis must 

be performed at a high level to obtain a system-level, power optimized aircraft. This type of integrated design 

and analysis will not only optimize performance, cost, weight, and volume, but is essential if such advanced 

capabilities are to become feasible. Therefore, a computationally efficient multi-physics system simulation 

must be utilized to address issues such as electric actuator power regeneration, fuel circulation for improved 

thermal management, and interactions between shaft power extraction and aircraft capabilities (speed, altitude, 

and maneuverability). 

Tools such as the Distributed Heterogeneous Simulation (DHS) software package can address integration 

issues of multi-physics, multi-vendor subsystem models in a variety of languages [1].  Although the DHS 

software package addresses the integration of such a paradigm, limitations can still exist with respect to real-

time simulation. If the provided component subsystem models do not execute faster than real-time or if the 

system dynamics require significant communication bandwidth, the integrated system simulation speed may 

not be sufficient. 
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Practical system-level integration requires using an alternative or complementary solution. One such 

approach is hardware-in-the-loop (HIL). This technique integrates one or more simulations with tangible 

pieces of hardware. In order to perform a meaningful HIL test, the system must run exactly real-time – the 

only useful execution rate for hardware. The real-time constraint presents benefits and challenges. When a 

simulation of a system component/subsystem is used, the model complexity must be limited to ensure that the 

system maintains real-time execution speed at every time step. Furthermore, the model must be compatible 

with a real-time operating system that is capable of running the simulation. Some fast executing models will 

be forced to run orders of magnitude slower than it could if it was not forced to run at a real-time speed, but 

this usually is not a problem. Other more complex models designed to accurately represent the dynamics of a 

system operating on the order of microsecond require significant bandwidth that affects the models 

computational cost. Coupling these models in an integrated simulation can be problematic, especially when 

each model is interested in drastically different time scales.  HIL is a useful tool that can reduce the time gap 

required to perform digital simulations by incorporating analog hardware.  In this respect, transient 

simulations that run slower than real time can be replaced with their physical counterpart, and yet still be 

integrated into a system simulation. HIL facilitates the ideal combination of hardware and software as long as 

it is possible to properly interface each piece into a whole system.  

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Aircraft are becoming increasingly more complicated and tightly integrated systems of subsystems. This 

integration presents the possibility of non-linear, time-dependent interactions between the aircraft subsystems. 

Historically, these interactions have been neglected, with each subsystem being designed, analyzed, and tested 

with little consideration for system-level integration. 

Steadily increasing power and thermal load requirements are responsible for drastically increasing the 

magnitude of the dynamic interactions that exist between aircraft subsystems. Though optimization has 

traditionally taken place at the component or subsystem level, non-linear interactions suggest that 

optimization must be done instead at an aircraft system level. This system-level performance optimization 

requires advanced modeling, simulation, and integration techniques. 

Specific to the interaction between aircraft engine and power subsystems, shaft horsepower extraction from 

the engine has the potential to introduce torque ripple, high mechanical stress, and speed transients. These 

effects can in turn cause compressor stall and unacceptable thrust transients. The same power extraction has 

the potential to create problems with the power subsystem as well. For example, large excursions in shaft 

speed outside of the generator rated operating range can result in voltage or current transients that may cause 

overheating or mechanical stresses thereby reducing the life of the electrical generation system. In addition, 

these transients may affect the power quality of the aircraft main bus, thereby impacting the electrical loads 

such as the radar or actuation and may result in a source transfer to back-up generation or batteries. 

The coupling between the aircraft engine and airframe is realized by considering the interdependency 

between thrust and operating conditions such as altitude and Mach number. The available thrust is a function 

of altitude and Mach number (and other variables) and the ability to attain a desired Mach number and altitude 

are dependent on the available thrust. Furthermore there is a control coupling between the throttle lever angle 

(TLA) and the thrust produced (subject to shaft loading and the operating conditions mentioned previously). 
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As the aircraft autopilot changes the TLA to try to complete its mission, it can introduce unpredictable throttle 

transients that can affect engine stability and performance. In addition there may be thermal management 

issues at the component, subsystem, or system level that are also coupled to the airframe, engine, and power 

subsystems. 

To properly consider dynamic interactions between aircraft subsystems, a multi-physics system simulation 

must be used. Computer models of different components and subsystems are often developed by different 

entities, which can lead to issues when trying to integrate models. Intellectual property must be protected 

while allowing appropriate variables to pass between models. Enabling models to communicate with each 

other at all is a non-trivial issue when they are developed in different languages or programs. Distributed 

Heterogeneous Simulation (DHS) is a software tool that synchronizes any number of dynamic simulations in a 

wide variety of languages and modeling environments [1]. It allows each model to run in its own native 

environment on whichever platform (Windows, Linux, etc.) it prefers. In this way, DHS protects the 

proprietary details of each model while allowing it to become part of a larger system-level simulation and can 

provide significant increases in simulation speed [1]. 

Although DHS addresses the integration of multi-physics, multi-vendor subsystem models in a variety of 

languages, such a paradigm can have limitations with respect to real-time simulation. If the provided 

component subsystem models do not execute faster than real-time or if the system dynamics require 

significant bandwidth, the integrated system simulation speed may not be sufficient. This is especially 

problematic when coupling models that are interested in drastically different time scales. An example would 

be coupling a detailed generator model (time steps on the order of microseconds), an engine model (time steps 

on the order of milliseconds), a thermal management model (on the order of seconds or minutes), and a flight 

mission controller (on the order of hours). In this scenario, getting meaningful flight mission controller data 

would require the generator model to execute for hours of simulation time which may equate to several days 

of execution time. 

Practical system-level integration requires using an alternative or complementary solution. One such 

approach is hardware-in-the-loop (HIL). This technique integrates one or more simulations with tangible 

pieces of hardware. In order to perform a meaningful HIL test the system must run exactly real-time – the 

only useful execution rate for hardware. The real-time constraint presents benefits and challenges. When a 

simulation of a system component/subsystem is used, the model complexity must be limited to ensure that the 

system maintains real-time execution speed at every time step. Furthermore, the model must be compatible 

with a real-time operating system that is capable of running the simulation. For some models, especially those 

that use large time steps, real-time simulation might force a model to run orders of magnitude more slowly 

than the computational limit of the computer. However, HIL also enables hardware to be used in place of 

models whose complexity would render it impossible to meet real-time simulation constraints. HIL facilitates 

the ideal combination of hardware and software as long as it is possible to properly interface each piece into a 

whole system. 

The approach used in this paper leverages both the DHS software tool and the HIL integration of 

simulations with hardware components/subsystems. While the details of configuring the hardware and 

software for this system-level test are outside the scope of this paper, it is prudent to provide an overview for a 
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more complete understanding of the test configuration. Simulations of an engine and its Full Authority Digital 

Engine Control (FADEC), along with a 6 degree-of-freedom (6DoF) airframe dynamics model and its 

autopilot flight controller are used. A generator is used as the hardware component in the loop for the system-

level studies. The next section discusses each of these subsystems in more detail. Then, the software/hardware 

integration at the system-level is described in a separate section for a clear understanding of the HIL. 

2.0 MODEL DEVELOPMENT - AIRCRAFT DYNAMIC SUBSYSTEMS 

The model integration effort for the HIL analysis employs the commercial Matlab/Simulink software 

package as a top level modeling environment.  Many of the aircraft dynamic subsystem models are developed 

entirely within the Simulink environment.  Simulink offers a wide range of numerical integration solvers well 

suited for transient problems. As a graphical programming environment, Simulink allows for a model 

development that can have the look of traditional flow schematics. This allows end-users to translate from a 

schematic layout to a Simulink model with relative ease. 

2.1 DYNAMIC ENGINE MODEL 

The generic turbine engine model utilized in this investigation is based upon the model developed by 

Gastineau [2] in MATLAB/Simulink. It has not been validated with detailed experimental data, but is 

considered a generic framework from which specific engine types can be derived. The engine model is based 

on a lumped component approach for ease of modification and replacement of engine components. Each 

component is created with its own set of inputs and outputs. The components and their interactions are 

developed and modeled based on fundamental laws of physics such as the conservation of mass, momentum, 

and energy. However, to simplify the turbomachinery modeling, components such as a multi-stage turbine or 

compressor are simulated as a single component. This approach is adopted because turbine and compressor 

maps are generally created in a lumped fashion rather than stage-by-stage. Similarly, the combustor simulates 

combustion of a lumped amount of fuel and air in a control volume. It does not simulate the flame distribution 

or flame dynamics of the combustion process and instead assumes ideal mixing and complete combustion. 

The engine modeled for this paper is a two-spool, high-bypass turbofan engine in the 8,000 pound thrust 

class designed for high altitude, subsonic operation. A key feature of the Air Force Research Laboratory 

(AFRL) model is its ability to simulate transient operation. Transient modeling, in addition to steady state 

analysis, is vital in the testing and design of turbine engines. Dynamic simulations capture overshoot 

characteristics of a turbine engine which could cause the engine to fail even though a steady state analysis 

would suggest survival. 

The AFRL generic turbine engine model has been designed to be flexible. The component maps and engine 

layout can easily be changed to model various engine types. The controller that is used can also be changed 

and updated as needed. In its current configuration, the generic turbine engine model’s FADEC is included in 

the same simulation and runs primarily on a target fan speed limit but is subject to other control loops such as 

maximum turbine inlet temperature limits. 

Different operating points can be specified by the user to examine the performance of the engine. Input 

variables of the turbine engine model as a standalone simulation include TLA, high pressure (HP) and low 

pressure (LP) turbine loads, altitude, and Mach number. When integrated with the airframe dynamics model, 
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TLA, altitude, and Mach number are no longer completely independent and the LP load is driven by the LP 

generator hardware. Although the engine model allows the user to monitor any engine variable, this paper 

focuses on the LP spool speed, power load on the LP and HP spools, thrust, and high pressure compressor 

(HPC) surge margin. 

2.2 AIRFRAME DYNAMICS MODEL 

The 6DoF model used in this study is the flight path generation package Bluemax [3]. Bluemax is a data 

based Fortran model that incorporates the equations of motion to calculate rotation and translation in 3-

dimensional space. While the model is capable of analyzing takeoff and landing conditions, the tests presented 

in this paper assume a steady flight starting condition. The Bluemax model includes a flight mission autopilot 

controller. This can be used to program waypoints that define a mission. For this paper, the heading was held 

constant such that the aircraft did not deviate in the longitudinal direction. In this way, the waypoints were 

used to define changes in target altitude and Mach number as a function of latitudinal distance traveled. This 

method was used so that the effects of the transient load could be linked to dynamic flight changes in a clear 

way. 

Bluemax can be used to consider flight dynamics of any conventional aircraft by simply providing the 

appropriate physical and performance characteristics data. For this investigation, the 6DoF model simulates a 

high altitude, subsonic, single engine aircraft using an existing non-proprietary dataset. In its native 

configuration, Bluemax uses a lookup table to compute thrust as a function of altitude, Mach number, and 

TLA. The autopilot then adjusts the TLA in an attempt to get the required thrust to complete the mission. For 

the coupled system investigated, the lookup table is eliminated and the thrust is provided by the engine model. 

 2.3 POWER SUBSYSTEM HARDWARE 

The power subsystem hardware consists of a prototype LP generator and a representative load. The HP 

spool of the engine can be loaded “electrically” only in simulation in the current configuration. The HP spool 

load was held at a constant value of 15 kW, but the LP spool load was allowed to change dynamically using 

the aforementioned hardware. The LP generator is physically mounted on a 350 horsepower motor drive stand 

that emulates the LP spool of the engine. The generator is wired electrically to a representative load, which in 

this configuration is a collection of resistors that can be triggered independently. The configuration command 

for the load bank (which governs the amount of power being extracted from the generator) can be sent in real-

time with very little switching latency. 

3.0 AIRFRAME DYNAMICS, PROPULSION, AND POWER INTEGRATION 

The 6DoF and turbine engine models are connected using Distributed Heterogeneous Simulation (DHS) to 

pass variables between the two models. As shown in Figure 1, the fuel burn rate and thrust are sent from the 

engine model to Bluemax; the operating conditions (altitude and Mach number) and throttle setting (TLA) are 

sent from Bluemax back to the engine. As mentioned previously, the FADEC and engine are combined into 

one simulation and are collectively referred to as “the engine.” The Simulink engine model is compiled using 

Real-Time Workshop for a National Instruments LabVIEW Real-Time 8.5.1 system with the DHS 

communication links included. Similarly, the aircraft autopilot controller is incorporated as part of the 

Bluemax 6DoF model and the code is compiled with the DHS links for communication. Rather than on a real-
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time system, Bluemax runs on a PC running Windows XP, where it is still capable of running faster than real-

time. DHS does not automatically force real-time simulation (which is a requirement for HIL analysis); the 

DHS software merely synchronizes the models in simulation time.  System-level real-time simulation is 

accomplished by running the engine model in hard real-time on the National Instruments real-time computer. 

Since it communicates with the 6DoF model in a simulation time synchronized manner, the entire simulation 

therefore meets the real-time requirement. 

 

Figure 1 also shows the communication between the simulated subsystems and the power subsystem 

hardware. The motor drive stand, which emulates the LP spool of the engine, is given an analog voltage speed 
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Figure 1. Hardware-in-the-Loop Configuration 
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Figure 1. Hardware-in-the-Loop Configuration 
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command from the I/O board of the real-time computer that runs the engine model. It tracks the spool speed 

calculated by the model in real-time. The engine model also uses its I/O board to send out a series of digital 

signals that define the load bank configuration. The load bank puts a resistive load on the generator which 

creates a torque on the drive stand shaft. This torque is measured with a torque transducer and is sent back to 

the engine model as an analog voltage. After converting this signal properly, the feedback torque is used in 

model calculations to determine the spool speed at the next time step. A magnetic pickup speed transducer 

also captures the rotational speed of the drive stand. This signal is sent through a frequency-to-voltage 

conditioner and then is passed to the engine model as well. This signal is used to capture drift between 

commanded and actual speed as well as lag in the speed response. 

4.0 RESULTS 

Verification of the HIL approach to system-level analysis was done in previous work to ensure that the 

system both properly captures the dynamic interactions between aircraft subsystems and that the drive stand is 

capable of tracking the calculated (commanded) spool speed [4-7]. Once confidence in using HIL for system-

level testing was established, a suite of tests was designed to exercise the coupled dynamics between the 

aircraft propulsion, power, and airframe subsystems. It is important to note that though the LP power 

extractions are less than 100 kW, this represents a substantial portion of total available engine power at high 

altitudes for the modeled engine. For each test, a constant 15 kW load is assumed on the HP spool of the 

engine. For the coupled models (i.e. the 6DoF and engine models exchange variables), the same starting fuel 

mass is assumed to be on board the aircraft. 

4.1 DECENT CONFIGURATION 

The first study is a descent test where the autopilot attempts to descend smoothly from a steady altitude of 

60,000 feet to a new altitude of 59,000 feet at a constant Mach number of 0.6 with a minimum pitch limit of -

1.0° (to allow a smooth descent). A large power load is extracted from the LP generator during the descent 

and the results are shown in Figures 2 through 4. 
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Figure 2. Descent Test – Dynamic Interactions 
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Figure 3. Descent Test – LP Spool Speed vs. Time 

 

Figure 4. Descent Test – HPC Surge Margin vs. Time 
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Figure 2 investigates the dynamic interactions between the airframe and the engine during the descent when 

a power extraction transient is introduced. Those dynamics are compared with assumptions made when using 

the engine model alone. Two data sets are presented in this figure. One data set shows the response of the 

engine model without communicating variables to and from the Bluemax 6DoF model (Engine Only Descent). 

For that scenario, a constant descent rate is used and the TLA and Mach number are assumed to be constants 

during the whole test. The second data set shows the response of the system when using the engine model 

coupled to the 6DoF model (6DoF/Engine Descent). In both cases, an LP generator load of 74.4 kW 

(requiring about 82 kW of shaft power) is turned on just before the target altitude of 59,000 feet is reached. It 

can be seen in the first subplot of Figure 2 (“Altitude (kft)”) that the constant descent rate assumption is not 

perfect, but is still a very reasonable approximation for the true behavior of the system. 

The second subplot of Figure 2 (“Mach Number”) shows that the constant Mach number assumption is less 

valid (though still less than 5% off). The droop in Mach number is explained by examining the remaining two 

subplots of Figure 2. The autopilot backs off the throttle to start the descent as seen in the third subplot (“TLA 

(%)”). The lower TLA causes the engine to produce less thrust (the fourth subplot). Just as the aircraft is 

reaching its target altitude, the LP load is turned on at the location indicated by the orange line that cuts 

through all subplots of Figure 2. The LP load results in a further thrust drop which causes the aircraft to lose 

airspeed (Mach number shown). To compensate, the autopilot quickly adjusts to a full throttle command to 

recover the lost speed and return to its target altitude and Mach number. The engine eventually ramps up to a 

high thrust state at the full throttle condition, but then the throttle is cut back because the aircraft reaches its 

target operating point. The autopilot controller oscillates its commanded TLA and finally steadies out at about 

96% throttle. The oscillations in the other variables are similarly damped out and the system reaches steady 

flight with the load on. 

This figure shows that while reasonable approximations can be made for the altitude and Mach number for 

such a descent test, there is no way to make a reasonable assumption about the TLA. The TLA, in turn, has a 

drastic effect on the engine performance (as illustrated by the “Thrust” subplot in Figure 2) and engine 

stability (to be addressed next). 

Figure 3 presents the LP Spool Speed as a function of time for the same descent from 60,000 to 59,000 feet.  

Three different data sets are presented. One data set is the same as in Figure 2 –descent under autopilot control 

for the engine model coupled to the 6DoF model where the load is applied just before the target altitude is 

reached (labeled as 6DoF/Engine (Late) in Figure 3). The second data set is when the 6DoF and engine 

models are coupled and under autopilot control during the descent, but the LP load is turned on just after the 

descent starts (6DoF/Engine (Early)). For the third data set (Engine Only (Early)) the engine assumes the 

same descent profile as in Figure 2 (for an engine only analysis) and the LP load is applied just after the 

descent starts. 

It can easily be seen in Figure 3 that the time at which the LP load is turned on has a drastic effect on the 

system response. In fact, for the coupled models case when the LP load is applied just as the descent starts 

(6DoF/Engine (Early)), the engine fails. This happens because the engine is at such a low power setting 

(~70% TLA) just after the descent starts. The power extraction is initiated near that TLA local minimum and 

there is insufficient shaft power for the generator’s load. 
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The problem is compounded because the TLA increases sharply from that minimum. The entire system 

simulation becomes unstable at this point and the test ends prematurely. The Engine Only (Early) data, on the 

other hand, shows that the assumptions made when running the engine model alone are not accurate. The 

Engine Only (Early) data artificially predicts stability for the case when the load is applied just as the descent 

starts, primarily due to the assumption of a constant TLA that provided sufficient power to sustain the load on 

the LP generator. 

Besides illustrating the influence load application timing has on engine stability, Figure 3 also shows that it 

is crucial to include all three subsystems – the engine, the airframe, and the LP generator – to properly capture 

the system behavior. There are clearly unpredictable dynamics happening as the autopilot tries to achieve its 

mission without consideration for engine operation. The system-level test is required to understand the 

compounding effects of coupled subsystem dynamics. 

Figure 4 shows the high pressure compressor (HPC) surge margin for the same descent test and same data 

sets as Figure 3. The HPC surge margin is a measure of flow stability within the compressor. While 

compressor stall and surge are often recoverable conditions, the engine and FADEC simulations used in this 

study do not have the required control algorithms for recovery. For this reason, 0% HPC Surge Margin is 

considered engine failure, and a successful test cannot have compressor surge. This is a reasonable approach 

since it is generally not desirable to operate an engine at the edge of its stable operating envelope anyway. 

This figure illustrates the tight non-linear, dynamic coupling between the power, propulsion, and airframe 

subsystems of the aircraft and shows that survivability of the system can be more accurately predicted by 

performing analyses at a system-level. As mentioned in the discussion of Figure 3, making assumptions about 

the interactions between the engine and other aircraft subsystems can lead to a false sense of security by over 

predicting stability (i.e. the Engine Only (Early) data set suggests stability). It is also prudent to mention that 

when the LP load is turned off (~230 s), there is an overshoot in LP spool speed (Figure 3) and HPC Surge 

Margin (Figure 4). The TLA assumptions made by the Engine Only (Early) tests create a smoothing effect 

that over predicts the maximum speed overshoot and misses oscillations in both the surge margin and LP 

spool speed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2 ASCENT CONFIGURATION 

Another set of figures (Figures 5 through 7) demonstrates a different effect of the system-level dynamics. 

This study shows that the engine can actually be more stable and more capable during a climb than at steady 

flight. This study compares a climb in altitude from 60,000 to 62,000 feet to steady flight at each of those 

altitudes. Again, the steady-state Mach number at both altitudes is 0.6 and there is a constant 15 kW of power 

being extracted in simulation from the HP spool of the engine throughout the test. An LP step load of 66.9 kW 

of electrical power (requiring about 74 kW of shaft power) is put on the generator in each case. 
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Figure 5. Ascent Test – LP Spool Speed vs. Time 
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flight at 60,000 feet and 0.6 Mach, a step LP power extraction does not cause concern for system stability. In 

contrast, the second subplot suggests that the engine is not capable of sustaining the same step power load at a 

constant altitude of 62,000 feet. Figure 6 further illustrates this point by showing the HPC Surge Margin for 

the same set of tests. In the first subplot of Figure 6, it is apparent that the engine is capable of being 

dynamically loaded and then stabilizing at 60,000 feet. The second subplot shows that the engine is not 

capable of sustaining that LP load at the higher altitude. 

The third subplot (in Figures 5 and 6) shows that if the same aircraft is in a climb from 60,000 to 62,000 

feet and the load is applied at the target altitude just before the Mach number reaches its target of 0.6, the 

system is stable. Figure 7 considers the variables that are passed between the engine model and the 6DoF 
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model (altitude, Mach number, TLA, and thrust) to more clearly illustrate why the aircraft is able to sustain an 

LP step load during the climb. Two data sets are presented in each of the subplots – the steady flight at 62,000 

feet, 6DoF/Engine Steady (62kft), (which fails just after the LP load is applied) and the successful climb from 

60,000 to 62,000 feet, 6DoF/Engine Climb (60-62kft). 

 

Figure 6. Ascent Test – HPC Surge Margin vs. Time 

It can be seen in the first subplot of Figure 7 that the aircraft is able to quickly climb (though limited by the 

autopilot to a maximum pitch angle of 7°) the 2,000 feet to its target altitude and then hold it for the duration 

of the test. The 6DoF/Engine Steady (62kft) data shows that the aircraft is able to maintain altitude from 

before the load was applied until the test failed. The second subplot shows that there is a significant drop in 

the aircraft Mach number as it tries to climb altitude. It takes much longer to recover the speed than to climb 
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in altitude. Once the target Mach number of 0.6 is reached, there are only slight ripples as the system steadies 

out. The 6DoF/Engine Steady (62kft) data shows that the Mach number starts to fall from the point at which 

the LP step load is applied and continues to decrease until engine failure. 

 

Figure 7. Ascent Test – Dynamic Interactions 

The third subplot is perhaps the most useful in Figure 7 because it shows why the climb provides stability. 

For the 6DoF/Engine Steady (62kft) data set the TLA jumps to 100% in response to the load being turned on. 

Both a “throttle slam” and a step load are operations that are very difficult for the engine. The combined effect 

of the LP load turn-on transient and the “throttle slam” reaction of the autopilot (to request increased thrust so 

altitude and Mach number are maintained) is more than the engine can handle. On the other hand, during the 

climb test, the autopilot controller has already been commanding full throttle (to get back to the target Mach 

number) when the LP load is turned on. Then, with a higher total engine power (at the higher TLA), the 
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engine is able to survive the LP load turn-on transient. The fourth subplot in Figure 7 shows the engine thrust. 

As expected for the 6DoF/Engine Climb (60-62kft) test, the thrust drops from the maximum engine thrust 

(before the load is applied) to a lower final value since the TLA is less than 100% and the LP spool is loaded. 

Also as anticipated, the 6DoF/Engine Steady (62kft) test shows the thrust continue to drop off from the point 

of the LP load turn-on until engine failure. 

5.0 SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS 

An advance in system-level modeling has been made in this effort by capturing the dynamic interactions 

between an aircraft propulsion subsystem (engine with FADEC), power subsystem (generator and 

representative load), and the airframe. It has been shown that there is an unpredictable connection between 

aircraft stability and engine stability when loaded transiently under autopilot control. This paper shows that 

making approximations or assumptions for the effect of the autopilot controller on the control of the engine 

can over and under predict stability. The dynamics between the TLA and the resulting thrust are too difficult 

to predict without coupling the models for real-time simulation. Also, only the coupled simulations with HIL 

LP power extraction can identify the ability of a climb operation to stabilize the engine during the load-on 

transient. 

6.0 FUTURE WORK 

The present effort represents a first step in HIL. The ultimate goal is to validate both the component and 

integrated system models against real-time HIL data. This requires detailed simulation models which include 

transient effects. In turn, validated system level models will allow meaningful optimization studies to be 

pursued. Toward realizing this goal, future work is planned along a number of fronts, including upgrading the 

fidelity of the present component models as well as expanding the scope of the analysis to include interactions 

with the actuation and electrical power systems.  Specifically, the electrical accumulator unit will added into 

the system along with the electrical power system and actuation systems. This will allow a more complete 

vehicle “tip-to-tail” analysis both of M&S and hardware capability. 
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